Rank-based inference and, in particular, R-estimation, is a red thread running through Jana Jurečková's entire scientific career, starting with her dissertation in 1967, where she laid the foundations of a point-estimation counterpart to Jaroslav Hájek's celebrated theory of rank tests. Cross-information quantities in that context play an essential role. In location/regression problems, these quantities take the form 1 0 ϕ(u)ϕ g (u)du where ϕ is a score function and −ϕ g (u) := g
1 Introduction. whereas the related R-estimators are asymptotically normal, with asymptotic variances proportional to the inverse of the same quantity. Here ϕ is the score function defining the rank-based statistic Q (ϑ ϑ ϑ) from which the R-estimator is constructed, while, in the context of location and regression, −ϕ g (u) := g ′ (G −1 (u))/g(G −1 (u)) is the log-derivative of the unknown actual underlying density g (with distribution function G) of the error terms underlying the model, computed at G −1 (u). All usual score functions ϕ themselves being of the form ϕ f for some reference density f , the integral in (1.1) generally is of the form
Asymptotic linearity and the foundations of R-estimation.
Under that form, and since are Fisher information quantities (for location), J (f ; g) clearly can be interpreted as a crossinformation quantity, which explains the terminology and the notation we are using throughout, although ϕ f and ϕ g in the sequel need not be log-derivatives of probability densities. That relation between rank tests and R-estimators extends to the multiparameter case, with information and cross-information quantities taking the form of information and crossinformation matrices. It also extends to more general models, much beyond the case of linear regression, where information and cross-information quantities still take the form (1.1), but involve scores ϕ f and ϕ g that are not location scores anymore; the notation J (g) will be used in a generic way for an integral of the form (1.1) where ϕ is the score of the rank statistic under study, and ϕ g the log-derivative of the unknown actual density g with respect to the appropriate parameter of interest.
One-step R-estimation.
An alternative to the classical Hodges-Lehmann argmin definition of an R-estimator was considered recently, for the estimation of the shape matrix of elliptical observations, by Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine (2006) . That method, which is directly connected to Le Cam's one-step approach to estimation problems, actually extends to a very broad range of uniformly locally asymptotically normal (ULAN) models, and is based on the local linearization of a rank-based version of the central sequence of the family.
Such a linearization, in a sense, revives, in the context of Le Cam's asymptotic theory of statistical experiments, an old idea that goes back to van Eeden and Kraft (1972) and Antille (1974). The same idea also has been exploited by McKean and Hettmansperger (1978) , still in the traditional linear model setting, and in the slightly different approach initiated by Jaeckel (1972) (which involves the argmin of a function that is not purely rank-based).
One-step estimators avoid some of the computational problems related with argmins of discrete-valued and possibly non-convex objective functions of (in the multiparameter case) several variables. Under their original form (as proposed by van Eeden and Kraft), however, they fail to achieve the same optimality bounds (parametric or nonparametric) as their argmin counterparts. McKean and Hettmansperger (1978) , in the context of linear models with symmetric noise, and Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine (2006), in the context of shape matrix estimation, solve that problem by introducing an estimated cross-information factor in the linearization step. Although different from (1.1) (since the scores ϕ f and ϕ g are those related to shape parameters), the cross-information quantity for shape plays exactly the same role in the asymptotic covariance of R-estimators of shape as (1.1) does in the asymptotic covariance of R-estimators of location or regression coefficients.
Whether entering as an essential ingredient in some one-step form of estimation or not, cross-information quantities explicitly appear in the asymptotic variances of R-estimators, and thus need to be estimated. Now, the difficulty with cross-information quantities is that, being expectations, under the unspecified actual density g, of a function which itself depends on that unknown g, they are not easily estimated. That difficulty may well be one of the main reasons why R-estimation, despite all its attractive theoretical features, never really made its way to everyday practice.
Estimation of cross-information quantities.
A vast literature has been devoted to the problem of estimating (1.1) in the context of linear models with i.i.d. errors (except for Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine 2006, more general cross-information quantities, to the best of our knowledge, have not been considered so far). Four approaches, mainly, have been investigated.
(a) McKean and Hettmansperger (1978) estimate J (f ; g) as the ratio of a (1 − α) confidence interval to the corresponding standard normal interquantile range; that idea can be traced back to Lehmann (1963) and Sen (1966) , and requires the arbitrary choice of a confidence level (1−α), which has no consequence in the limit, but for finite n may have quite an impact (Aubuchon and Hettmansperger (1984) in the same context propose using the interquartile ranges or median absolute deviations from the median). A similar idea, along with powerful higher-order methods leading to most interesting distributional results, is exploited by Omelka (2008) , but requires the same choice of a confidence level (1 − α). It does not involve any arbitrary choices, and, irrespective of the dimension of the parameter of interest, its implementation involves one-dimensional optimization only. However, it only can handle information quantities entering as a scalar factor in the information matrix of a given model, or, in the case of a block-diagonal information matrix, in some diagonal block thereof. This places a restriction on the quantities to be estimated, and rules out some cases, such as the information quantity for skewness derived in Cassart et al. (2010) . In this contribution, we propose a generalization of the Hallin, Oja, and Paindaveine method that does not require uniform local asymptotic normality, and can accomodate much more general situations, including that of Cassart et al. (2010) .
2 Consistent estimation of cross-information quantities.
Let P (n) := {P (n) ϑ ϑ ϑ;g | ϑ ϑ ϑ ∈ Θ Θ Θ, g ∈ F} be a family (actually, a sequence of them, indexed by n ∈ N) of probability measures over some observation space (usually, R n , equipped with its Borel σ-field), indexed by a k-dimensional parameter ϑ ϑ ϑ ∈ R k and a univariate probability density g; ϑ ϑ ϑ ranges over some open subset Θ Θ Θ of R k , and g over some broad class of densities F. Associated with that observation, assume that there exists an n-tuple (Z
ϑ ϑ ϑ;g are independent and identically distributed with density g iff ϑ ϑ ϑ = ϑ ϑ ϑ 0 .
Denoting by R (n)
ϑ ϑ ϑ;g is uniformly distributed over the n! permutations of {1, . . . , n}, irrespective of g-a distribution-freeness property which serves as the starting point of rank tests and R-estimation of ϑ ϑ ϑ in the family P (n) .
Our goal is to estimate consistently a cross-information quantity J (g) > 0 that enters the picture through the following assumption.
, n ∈ N is uniformly tight and asymptotically uniformly bounded away from the origin; more precisely, for all ε > 0, there exist δ ε > 0, M ε and N ε such that, for all n ≥ N ε ,
(ii) there exists a continuous mapping
for any bounded sequence t (n) ∈ R k .
We will also need
of ϑ ϑ ϑ is available, such that, under P (n) ϑ ϑ ϑ;g , S (n) (θ ϑ ϑ (n) ) is asymptotically bounded away from zero: for all ε > 0, there exist δ ε and N ε such that P
Note that part (i) of Assumption (A) is rather mild, as it is satisfied as soon as S (n) (ϑ ϑ ϑ) under P (n) ϑ ϑ ϑ;g is converging in distribution to a random vector that has no atom at the origin. As for part (ii), it does not require the asymptotic linearity (2.1) to be uniform. Similarly, Assumption (B) requires that S (n) (θ ϑ ϑ (n) ) asymptotically has no atom at 0. The statistic S (n) indeed is to provide, via its local behavior (2.1), an estimator for J (g)-not a test statistic, nor (through some estimating equation) an estimator for ϑ ϑ ϑ: Assumption (B) thus explicitly rules out an estimator that would be obtained asθ ϑ ϑ
In order to control for the uniformity of local behaviors, a discretized versionθ ϑ ϑ
will be considered in theoretical asymptotic statements. Such a version can be obtained, for instance, by letting
for some arbitrary discretization constant c > 0. This discretization trick is quite standard in the context of one-step estimation. While retaining root-n consistency, discretized estimators indeed enjoy the important property of asymptotic local discreteness, that is, as n → ∞, they only take a bounded number of distinct values in ϑ ϑ ϑ-centered balls with O(n −1/2 ) radius. In fixed-n practice, however, such discretizations are irrelevant (one cannot work with an infinite number of decimal values, and c can be chosen arbitrarily large). The reason why discretization is required in asymptotic statements is that (see, for instance, Lemma 4.4 of Kreiss 1987), (2.1) then also holds with n 1/2 (θ ϑ ϑ
as n → ∞ under P (n) ϑ ϑ ϑ;g . This stochastic form of (2.1) in a sense takes care of uniformity problems. We now describe the construction of our estimator of J (g). For any λ ∈ R + , define
When λ ranges over the positive real line, ϑ ϑ ϑ
for fixed n thus moves, monotonically with respect to λ, along a half-line with originθ ϑ ϑ
λ# , provides a new root-n consistent and asymptotically locally discrete estimator of ϑ ϑ ϑ to which (2.2) applies. It follows that
λ# also can serve as the starting point for an iteration of the type (2.3), yielding, for any µ ∈ R + , a further root-n consistent estimator of the form ϑ ϑ ϑ (n)
From (2.4) we thus obtain, for all λ > 0,
The intuition behind our method lies in the fact that (2.6), which is the scalar product of the increments in (2.3) and (2.5), is, up to o P (1)'s, a decreasing linear function (2.7) of λ: since Υ Υ Υ has full-rank, the quadratic form in (2.7) indeed is positive definite. That function takes positive values for λ close to zero, and changes sign at λ = J −1 (g).
Let therefore (c is an arbitrary discretization constant that plays no role in practical implementations)
and λ (n)
we have the following result (see the Appendix for the proof).
Proposition 2.1 Let Assumptions (A) and (B) hold. Then
ϑ ϑ ϑ;g . As already mentioned, discretizing the estimators is a mathematical device which is needed in the proof of asymptotic results but makes little sense in a fixed-n practical situation, as a very large discretization constant can be chosen. In practice, assuming that Assumptions (A) and (B) hold, we recommend directly computing J (n) (g) as
Indeed, for large values of the discretization constant c,θ ϑ ϑ 3 Appendix: Proof of Proposition 2.1
To start with, let us show that λ
ϑ ϑ ϑ;g . Assume therefore it is not: then, there exist ǫ > 0 and a sequence n i ↑ ∞ such that, for all L ∈ R and i, P
hence, in view of (2.7),
for all i, where ζ (n) , n ∈ N is some o P (1) sequence. For L > (J (g)) −1 , this entails, for all i,
which contradicts Assumption (B) that S (n) (θ ϑ ϑ (n) ) is uniformly bounded away from zero. It follows that λ
ϑ ϑ ϑ;g ; actually, we have shown the stronger result that, for any
In view of Assumption (B), for all η > 0, there exist δ η > 0 and an integer N η such that
for all n ≥ N η . In view of (2.4), the fact that λ 
It follows that for all η > 0, ε > 0 and n ≥ N ε,δ , letting δ = δ η ,
Next, denote byD (n) , D (n) and D
(n)
± the graphs of the mappings 
